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Th l f ft i i b l t d i th fi ld f The role of software engineering cannot be neglected in the field of
software development. The advent of computers introduced the need for
software and the quality of software introduced the need for software
engineering.

 Software engineering has come a long way since 1968, when the term was
first used at a NATO conference, and software itself has entered our lives
in ways that few had anticipated, even a decade ago.

 So a firm grounding in software-engineering theory and practice is
essential for understanding how to build good error-free software at an
inexpensive price and with less time and for evaluating the risks andp p g
opportunities that software presents in our everyday lives.
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1 1 INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE1.1 INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE

 Software is described by its capabilities.y p
– The capabilities relate to

• the functions it executes,
• the features it provides, and
• the facilities it offers.

– Software written for sales-order processing would have different functions to
process different types of sales orders from different market segments.

– The features, for example, would be to handle multi-currency computing,
updating of product, sales, and tax status in MIS reports and books of accounts.

– The facilities could be printing of sales orders, e-mails to customers, reports,
d d i t th t d t t t di t h th d Th f iliti dand advice to the store departments to dispatch the goods. The facilities and

features could be optional and based on customer choices.

 Software is developed keeping in mind certain hardware and operatingSoftware is developed keeping in mind certain hardware and operating
system considerations, known as the platform. Hence, software is
described along with its capabilities and the platform specifications that are
required to run it.equ ed to u t
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1 1 1 Definition of Software1.1.1 Definition of Software

Software is a set of instructions used to acquire inputs and to Software is a set of instructions used to acquire inputs and to 
manipulate them to produce the desired output in terms of 
functions and performance as determined by the user of thefunctions and performance as determined by the user of the 
software. 

It l i l d t f d t h th ft It also includes a set of documents, such as the software
manual, meant to help users understand the software system. 

 Today’s software is comprised of Source Code, Executables, 
Design Documents, Operations, and System Manuals and 
I t ll ti d I l t ti M lInstallation and Implementation Manuals.
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 Software includes:
a) Instructions (computer programs) that when executed provide desired functions 

and performance.
b) Data structures that enable the programs to adequately manipulate information.) p g q y p
c) Documents that describe the operation and use of the programs.

 OR
– The term software refers to the set of computer programs, procedures, and 

associated documents (flowcharts, manuals, etc.) that describe the programs and 
how they are to be used. To be precise, software is a collection of programshow they are to be used. To be precise, software is a collection of programs 
whose objective is to enhance the capabilities of the hardware.

 OR
Definition of software given by the IEEE:
– Software is the collection of computer programs, procedure rules and associated

documentation and datadocumentation and data.
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1 1 2 Importance of Software1.1.2 Importance of Software

 Computer software has become a driving force.
It i th i th t d i b i d i i ki– It is the engine that drives business decisionmaking.

– It serves as the basis for modern scientific investigation and engineering
problem-solving.

– It is embedded in all kinds of systems, such as transportation, medical, tele-
communications, military, industrial processes, entertainment, office products,
etc.

 It is important as it affects nearly every aspect of our lives and has 
become pervasive in our commerce, our culture, and our everyday 
activities.

 Software’s impact on our society and culture is significant. 
– As software importance grows, the software community continually attempts 

to develop technologies that will make it easier, faster, and less expensive to 
build high-quality computer programs.
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1 2 TYPES OF SOFTWARE1.2 TYPES OF SOFTWARE

 Computer software is often divided into two categories: Computer software is often divided into two categories:
1. System software. This software includes the operating system and all utilities that 

enable the computer to function.
2. Application software. These consist of programs that do real work for users. For pp p g

example, word processors, spreadsheets, and database management systems fall 
under the category of applications software.

 System software are low-level programs that interact with the System software are low-level programs that interact with the 
computer at a very basic level and include the operating system 
and utilities for managing resources. 

 In contrast, application software includes database programs, 
word processors, and spreadsheets. Application software sits 
above system software because it needs the help of systemabove system software because it needs the help of system 
software to run. 
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 Figure 1.1 gives an overview of software classification and its types.

Figure 1.1 Types of Sofware
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The following is an overview of the different classes of 
software:

1. Operating Systems. The operating system provides interface between the user p g y p g y p
and the hardware. It manages hardware, such as memory, CPU, input/output 
devices, files, etc., for the user. Most commonly used operating systems include 
Microsoft Windows, DOS, XENIX, Mac OS, OS/2, Unix, MVS, etc.

2. Utilities. Utilities are programs that perform the specification tasks related to 
managing system resources. The operating system includes a number of utilities 
for managing disk printers and other devices.

3. Compilers and Interpreters. A complier is a program that translates source 
code into object code. The compiler derives its name from the way it works, looking 
at the entire piece of source code and collecting and reorganizing the instructions. 
Th il diff f i t t hi h l d t hThus, a compiler differs from an interpreter, which analyzes and executes each 
line of source code in succession, without looking at the entire program. The 
advantage of interpreters is that they can execute a program immediately. 
Compliers require some time before an executable program emerges HoweverCompliers require some time before an executable program emerges. However, 
programs produced by compliers run much faster than the same programs 
executed by an interpreter.
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4 W d P A d i th t bl t f4. Word Processors. A word processor is a program that enables you to perform 
word-processing functions. 
 Word processors use a computer to create, edit, and print documents. Of all 

computer applications, word processors are the most common. To perform 
word processing, you need a computer, the word-processing software (word 
processor), and a printer. 

 A word processor enables you to create a document, store it electronically on 
a disk, display it on a screen, modify it by entering commands and characters 
from the keyboard, and print it on a printer.
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 The great advantage of word processing over using a typewriter is that you g g p g g yp y
can make changes without retyping the entire document. If you make a 
typing mistake, you simply back up the cursor and correct your mistake. If 
you want to delete a paragraph, you simply remove it, without leaving a 
trace. It is equally easy to insert a word, sentence, or paragraph in the middle 
of a document. 

 Word processors also make it easy to move sections of text from one place p y p
to another within a document, or between documents. When you have made 
all the changes you want, you can send the file to a printer to get a hardcopy. 
Some of the commonly used word processors are Microsoft Word, WordStar, 
WordPerfect, AmiPro, etc.
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5 Spreadsheets A spreadsheet is a table of values arranged in rows and5. Spreadsheets. A spreadsheet is a table of values arranged in rows and
columns. Each value can have a predefined relationship to the other
values. If you change one value, therefore, you may need to change 
other values as wellother values as well.
 Spreadsheet applications (often referred to simply as spreadsheets) are

computer programs that let you create and manipulate spreadsheets
l t i ll I d h t li ti h l it i ll Yelectronically. In a spreadsheet application, each value sits in a cell. You can 

define what type of data is in each cell and how different cells depend on one 
another. The relationships between cells are called formulas, and the names 
of the cells are called labelsof the cells are called labels.

 Once you have defined the cells and the formulas for linking them together,
you can enter your data. You can then modify selected values to see how all 
th th l h di l Thi bl t t d i h tthe other values change accordingly. This enables you to study various what-
if scenarios. 
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 There are a number of spreadsheet applications on the market, Lotus 1-2-3p pp ,
and Excel being among the most famous. These applications support
graphic features that enable you to produce charts and graphs from the
data.

 Some spreadsheets are multi-dimensional, meaning that you can link one
spreadsheet to another. A three-dimensional spreadsheet, for example, is
like a stack of spreadsheets all connected by formulae. A change made inp y g
one spreadsheet automatically affects other spreadsheets.
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6. Presentation Graphics. Presentation graphics enable users to create6. Presentation Graphics. Presentation graphics enable users to create
highly stylized images for slide shows and reports. 
 The software includes functions for creating various types of charts and 

graphs and for inserting text in a variety of fonts Most systems enable yougraphs and for inserting text in a variety of fonts. Most systems enable you 
to import data from a spreadsheet application to create the charts and 
graphs.

 Presentation graphics are often called business graphics Some of the Presentation graphics are often called business graphics. Some of the 
popular presentation graphics software include Microsoft PowerPoint, Lotus 
Freelance Graphics, Harvard Presentation Graphics, etc.
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7. Database Management System (DBMS). A DBMS is a collection of7. Database Management System (DBMS). A DBMS is a collection of
programs that enable you to store, modify, and extract information from
a database. 
 There are many different types of DBMSs ranging from small systems that There are many different types of DBMSs, ranging from small systems that 

run on personal computers to huge systems that run on mainframes. 
 The following are some examples of database applications:

t i d lib t t t d t ll hi fli ht d il computerized library systems, automated teller machines, flight and railway 
reservation systems, computerized inventory systems, etc.

 From a technical standpoint, a DBMS can differ widely. The terms relational, 
network flat and hierarchical all refer to the way a DBMS organizesnetwork, flat, and hierarchical all refer to the way a DBMS organizes 
information internally. 

 The internal organization can affect how quickly and flexibly you can extract 
informationinformation.
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 Requests for information from a database are made in the form of a 
query, which is a stylized question. Different DBMSs support different 
query languages, although there is a semi-standardized query 
language called SQL (structured query language).g g ( q y g g )

 Sophisticated languages for managing database systems are 
called fourth-generation languages, or 4GLs for short.

Th i f ti f d t b b t d i i t f The information from a database can be presented in a variety of 
formats. Most DBMSs include a report-writer program that enables 
you to output data in the form of a report. 

 Many DBMSs also include a graphics component that enables you to 
output information in the form of graphs and charts. Some examples 
of database management systems are IDMS, IMS, DB2, Oracle,of database management systems are IDMS, IMS, DB2, Oracle, 
Sybase, Informix, Ingress, MS-SQL Server, MS Access, etc.
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8. Image Processors. Image processors or graphics programs enable8. Image Processors. Image processors or graphics programs enable 
you to create, edit, manipulate, add special effects, view, and print and 
save images, and include the following:
 Paint Programs A paint program is a graphics program that enables you to Paint Programs. A paint program is a graphics program that enables you to 

draw pictures on the display screen, which is represented as bitmaps (bit-
mapped graphics). Most paint programs provide the tools in the form of 
icons By selecting an icon you can perform functions associated with theicons. By selecting an icon, you can perform functions associated with the 
tool. In addition to these tools, paint programs also provide easy ways to 
draw common shapes, such as straight lines, rectangles, circles, and ovals.
Sophisticated paint applications are often called image-editing programs.Sophisticated paint applications are often called image editing programs. 
These applications support many of the features of draw programs, such as 
the ability to work with objects. Each object, however, is represented as a 
bitmap rather than as a vector image.p g
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 Draw Programs. A draw program is another graphics program that enables 
t d i t th t th i i fil th i tyou to draw pictures, then store the images in files, merge them into 

documents, and print them. Unlike paint programs, which represent images 
as bitmaps, draw programs use vector graphics, which makes it easy to 
scale images to different sizes In addition graphics produced with a drawscale images to different sizes. In addition, graphics produced with a draw 
program have no inherent resolution. Rather, they can be represented at any 
resolution, which makes them ideal for high-resolution output.

 Image Editors An image editor is a graphics program that provides a variety Image Editors. An image editor is a graphics program that provides a variety 
of special features for altering bit-mapped images. The difference between 
image editors and paint programs is not always clear-cut, but in general, 
image editors are specialized for modifying bit mapped images such asimage editors are specialized for modifying bit-mapped images, such as 
scanned photographs, whereas paint programs are specialized for creating 
images. In addition to offering a host of filters and image transformation 
algorithms image editors also enable you to create and superimpose layersalgorithms, image editors also enable you to create and superimpose layers.
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1 3 CLASSES OF SOFTWARE1.3 CLASSES OF SOFTWARE

 Software is classified into the following two classes: Software is classified into the following two classes:
1. Generic Software. Generic software is designed for a 

broad customer market whose requirements are verybroad customer market whose requirements are very 
common, fairly stable, and well-understood by the 
software engineer. 

• These products are sold in the open market, and there could be 
several competitive products on the market. Database products, 
browsers ERP/CRM and CAD/CAM packages OS and systembrowsers, ERP/CRM and CAD/CAM packages, OS and system 
software are examples of generic software.
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2. Customized Software. Customized products are those 
that are developed for a customer where domain, 
environment, and requirements are unique to that

t d t b ti fi d b i d tcustomer and cannot be satisfied by generic products.
 Legacy systems, software written for specific business processes that are typical 

of the specific industry are used when a customized software product is neededof the specific industry, are used when a customized software product is needed. 
Process-control systems, traffic-management systems, hospital-management
systems, and manufacturing-process control systems require customized 
softwaresoftware.

 The developer manages a generic product and the customer manages a
customized product. In other words, requirements and specifications of a 
generic product are controlled by the developer, whereas in the case of a 
customized product, these are controlled by the customer and influenced by the 
practices of that industry.
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1.4 INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE ENGINEERING1.4 INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

A few important definitions given by several authors and institutions are as
f llfollows:

 IEEE Comprehensive Definition.
S ft E i i i th li ti f t ti di i li d tifi blSoftware Engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable

approach to the development, operation and maintenance of software, i.e.,
the application of engineering to software.

 Other Definitions.
Software Engineering deals with cost-effective solutions to practical problems by

applying scientific knowledge in building software artifacts in the service ofpp y g g g
mankind.

OR
S ft E i i i th li ti f th d d i tifi k l d tSoftware Engineering is the application of methods and scientific knowledge to

createpractical cost-effective solutions for the design, construction, operation
and maintenance of software.
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OR
S ft E i i i di i li h i i th d ti f f lt fSoftware Engineering is a discipline whose aim is the production of fault free

software that satisfies the user’s needs and that is delivered on time and
within budget.

OR
The term Software Engineering refers to a movement, methods and techniques

aimed at making software development more systematic Softwareaimed at making software development more systematic. Software
methodologies, such as, OMG’s UML and software tools (CASE tools) that
help developers model application designs and then generate code are all
closely associated with Software Engineeringclosely associated with Software Engineering

OR
Software Engineering is an engineering discipline which is concerned with allSoftware Engineering is an engineering discipline which is concerned with all

aspects of software production.
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1 4 1 Software-Engineering Principles1.4.1 Software-Engineering Principles

 Software-engineering principles deal with both the process of software
engineering and the final productengineering and the final product.
– The right process will help produce the right product, but the desired product

will also affect the choice of which process to use.
– A traditional problem in software engineering has been the emphasis on

either the process or the product to the exclusion of the other. Both are
important.

 The principles we develop are general enough to be applicable
throughout the process of software construction and management.
– Principles, however, are not sufficient to drive software development.
– In fact, they are general and abstract statements describing desirable

properties of software processes and products.
– But, to apply principles, the software engineer should be equipped with

appropriate methods and specific techniques that help incorporate the
desired properties into processes and products.p p p p
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 In principle, we should distinguish between methods and techniques.
– Methods are general guidelines that govern the execution of some activity;

they are rigorous, systematic, and disciplined approaches.
– Techniques are more technical and mechanical than methods; often, theyq ; , y

also have more restricted applicability.
– In general, however, the difference between the two is not sharp. We will

therefore use the two terms interchangeably.g y

 Sometimes, methods and techniques are packaged together to form a
methodology.gy
– The purpose of a methodology is to promote a certain approach to solving

a problem by preselecting the methods and techniques to be used.
– Tools in turn are developed to support the application of techniquesTools, in turn, are developed to support the application of techniques,

methods, and methodologies.
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 Figure 1.2 shows the relationship between principles, methods,
h d l i d lmethodologies, and tools.

 Each layer in the figure is based on the layer(s) below it and is more
tibl t h d t th f ti Thi fi hsusceptible to change, due to the passage of time. This figure shows

clearly that principles are the basis of all methods, techniques,
methodologies, and tools.

FIGURE 1.2  Relationship Between Principles, Techniques, Methodologies, and Tools
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1 5 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS1.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

 A software component is a system element offering a predefined serviceA software component is a system element offering a predefined service 
and is able to communicate with other components. 

 Clemens Szyperski and David Messerschmitt give the following five yp g g
criteria for what a software component shall be to fulfill the definition:
– Multiple-use

Non context specific– Non-context-specific
– Composable with other components
– Encapsulated, i.e., non-investigable through its interfaces
– A unit of independent deployment and versioning
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 A simpler definition can be: A component is an object written to a 
specificationspecification.
– It does not matter what the specification is, COM, Java Beans, etc., as long 

as the object adheres to the specification. 
– It is only by adhering to the specification that the object becomes aIt is only by adhering to the specification that the object becomes a 

component and gains features, such as reusability and so forth.

 Software components often take the form of objects or collections of 
objects (from object-oriented programming) in some binary or textual 
form, adhering to some interface description language (IDL) so that the 
component may exist autonomously from other components on a 

tcomputer.

 When a component is to be accessed or shared across execution 
contexts or network links some form of serialization (also known ascontexts or network links, some form of serialization (also known as 
marshalling) is employed to turn the component or one of its interfaces 
into a bitstream.
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 It takes significant effort and awareness to write a software componentIt takes significant effort and awareness to write a software component
that is effectively reusable.

 The component needs:p
– to be fully documented;
– to be more thoroughly tested;

to have robust input validity checking;– to have robust input validity checking;
– to pass back useful error messages as appropriate;
– to be built with an awareness that it will be put to unforeseen uses;
– a mechanism for compensating developers who invest the (substantial)

effort implied above.
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1 6 SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS1.6 SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS

The key characteristics of software are as follows:The key characteristics of software are as follows:

1. Most software is custom-built, rather than assembled from existing
components. Most software continues to be custom built, although recent
developments tend to be component-based Modern reusable componentsdevelopments tend to be component-based. Modern reusable components
encapsulate both data and the processing applied to data, enabling the software
engineer to create new applications from reusable parts. For example, today a GUI
is built using reusable components that enable the creation of graphics windows,
pull-down menus, and a wide variety of interaction mechanisms. The data structurespull down menus, and a wide variety of interaction mechanisms. The data structures
and processing details required to build the interface are contained in a library of
reusable components for interface construction.

2. Software is developed or engineered; it is not manufactured in the classicalp g ;
sense. Although some similarities exist between software development and
hardware manufacturing, the two activities are fundamentally different. In both
activities, high quality is achieved through good design, but the manufacturing phase
for hardware can introduce quality problems that are nonexistent for software. Both
activities depend on people, but the relationship between people applied and work
accomplished is entirely different. Both require the construction of a “product.” But
the approaches are different. Software costs are concentrated in engineering. This
means that software projects cannot be managed as if they were manufacturing

j tprojects.
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3. Software is flexible. We all feel that software is flexible. A program can3. Software is flexible. We all feel that software is flexible. A program can 
be developed to do almost anything. Sometimes, this characteristic 
may be the best and may help us to accommodate any kind of change. 
Reuse of components from libraries help in reduction of effort Now-a-Reuse of components from libraries help in reduction of effort. Now-a-
days, we reuse not only algorithms but also data structures.

4 Software doesn’t wear out There is a well-known “bath-tub curve” in4. Software doesn t wear out. There is a well known bath tub curve  in
reliability studies for hardware products. Figure 1.3 depicts the failure 
rate as a function of time for hardware. The relationship is often called 
the “bath tub curve ”the bath-tub curve.
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FIGURE 1.3  Bath-tub Curve
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 There are three phases for the life of a hardware product.There are three phases for the life of a hardware product. 
– The initial phase is the burn-in phase, where failure intensity is high. The 

product is tested in the industry before delivery. Due to testing and fixing 
faults failure intensity will come down initially and may stabilize after afaults, failure intensity will come down initially and may stabilize after a 
certain time. 

– The second phase is the useful life phase where failure intensity is 
approximately constant and is called the useful life of a productapproximately constant and is called the useful life of a product. 

– After a few years, again failure intensity will increase due to wearing out 
of components. This phase is called the wear-out phase. We do not 
have this phase for software as it does not wear outhave this phase for software, as it does not wear out.
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 The curve for software is given in Figure 1.4.The curve for software is given in Figure 1.4.

An important point is that software 
becomes reliable over time instead 
of wearing out. It becomes obsolete, g ,
however, if the environment for 
which it was developed changes. 
Hence software may be retired dueHence, software may be retired due 
to environmental changes, new 
requirements, new expectations, 
etcetc.

FIGURE 1.4 Software Curve 33



1 7 SOFTWARE CRISIS1.7 SOFTWARE CRISIS

 The software crisis has been with us since the 1970s.The software crisis has been with us since the 1970s.
– As per the latest IBM report, “31% of the projects get cancelled before they

are completed, 53% over-run their cost-estimates by an average of 189%
and for every 100 projects there are 94 restarts ”and for every 100 projects, there are 94 restarts.

 During software development, then, many problems are raised and that
set of problems is known as the software crisis.set of problems is known as the software crisis.
– When software is being developed, problems are encountered associated

with the development steps.

 Now we will discuss the problems and causes of the software crises
encountered in different stages of software development.
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Problems

 Schedule and cost estimates are often grossly inaccurate.

 The “productivity” of software people hasn’t kept pace with the demandThe productivity  of software people hasn t kept pace with the demand 
for their services.

 The quality of software is sometimes less than adequate.e qua y o so a e s so e es ess a adequa e

 With no solid indication of productivity, we can’t accurately evaluate the
efficiency of new, tools, methods, or standards.y , , ,

 Communication between the customer and software developer is often 
poor.p

 Software maintenance tasks devour the majority of all software funds.
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Causes

 The quality of the software is not good because most developers use 
historical data to develop the software.

 If there is delay in any process or stage (i.e., analysis, design, coding & 
testing) then scheduling does not match with actual timing.

 Communication between managers and customers, software developers,
support staff, etc., can break down because the special characteristics of 

ft d th bl i t d ith it d l tsoftware and the problems associated with its development are 
misunderstood.

Th ft l ibl f t i th t ti l ft h The software people responsible for tapping the potential often change 
when it is discussed and resist change when it is introduced
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Software Crisis from the Programmer’s Point-of-View

 Problem of compatibility Problem of compatibility.

 Problem of portability.

 Problem in documentation.

 Problem of piracy of software.

 Problem in coordination of work of different people.

 Problem of proper maintenance.Problem of proper maintenance.

Software Crisis form the User’s Point-of-View

 Software cost is very high.

 Hardware goes down.

 Lack of specialization in development.

 Problem of different versions of software.

 Problem of views.

 Problem of bugs Problem of bugs.
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1 8 SOFTWARE MYTHS1.8 SOFTWARE MYTHS
The following are different myths about software:

If t b hi d h d l dd d t h If we get behind schedule, we can add more programmers and catch up.

 If we decide to outsource the software project to a third party, we can just relax and let 
that firm build it.

 Project requirement continuously changes, but changes can be easily accommodated 
because software is flexible.

 The only deliverable work product for a successful project is the working programThe only deliverable work product for a successful project is the working program.

 Software with more features is better software.

 Once we write the program and get it to work, our job is done.p g g , j

 Until we get the program running, we have no way of assessing its quality.

 Software engineering will make us create voluminous and unnecessary documentation 
d ill i i bl l dand will invariably slow us down.

 A general statement of objectives is sufficient to begin writing programs; we can fill in 
the details later.

 We already have a book that’s full of standards and procedures for building software. 
Won’t that provide my people with everything they need to know? 38



1 9 SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS1.9 SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

 Software applications are grouped into eight areas for convenience asSoftware applications are grouped into eight areas for convenience as
shown in Figure 1.5.

FIGURE 1.5 Software Applications 39



1. System Software.1. System Software.
 System software is a collection of programs used to run the system as an

assistance to other software programs.
 The compliers editors utilities operating system components drivers and The compliers, editors, utilities, operating system components, drivers, and

interfaces are examples of system software.
 This software resides in the computer system and consumes its resources.

A t t ith t t ft t f ti A computer system without system software cannot function.
 System software directly interacts with the hardware, heavy usage by 

multiple users, concurrent operations that require scheduling, resource 
sharing, and sophisticated process management, complex data structures, 
and multiple external interfaces.
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2. Real-time Software. Real-time software deals with a changing 
environmentenvironment.
 First, it collects the input and converts it from analog to a digital, control

component that responds to the external environment and performs the 
action.

 The software is used to monitor, control, and analyze real-world events as 
they occur. Examples include Rocket launching, games, etc.

3. Embedded Software. Software, when written to perform certain3. Embedded Software. Software, when written to perform certain 
functions under control conditions and is further embedded into 
hardware as a part of large systems, is called embedded software.
 The software resides in the Read-Only-Memory (ROM) and is used to control

th i f ti f th id t d tthe various functions of the resident products. 
 The products could be a car, washing machine, microwave oven, industrial 

processing products, gas stations, satellites, and a host of other products, 
where the need is to acquire input, analyze, identify status, and decide and q p , y , y ,
take action that allows the product to perform in a predetermined manner.

 Because of its role and performance, it is also called intelligent software.
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4. Business Software. Software designed to process business
applications is called business software.
 Business software can be a data- and information-processing application. It

can drive the business process through transaction processing in on-line or
in real-time mode.

 This software is used for specific operations, such as accounting packages,
management information systems, payroll packages, and inventoryg y p y p g y
management.

 Business software restructures existing data in order to facilitate business
operations or management decision-making. It also encompasses interactivep g g p
computing. It is integrated software related to a particular field.

5. Personal Computer Software. Word processing, spreadsheets,
computer graphics, multimedia, entertainment, database management,
personal and business financial applications, external networks, or
database access are only a few of hundreds of applicationy pp
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6. Artificial-intelligence Software.6. Artificial intelligence Software.
 Artificial-intelligence software uses non-numerical algorithms, which use the 

data and information generated in the system to solve complex problems.
 These problem scenarios are not generally amenable to problem solving These problem scenarios are not generally amenable to problem-solving 

procedures, and require specific analysis and interpretation of the problem 
to solve it.

 Applications within this area include robotics expert systems pattern Applications within this area include robotics, expert systems, pattern
recognition (image and voice), artificial neural networks, theorem proving
and game playing, and signal-processing software.
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FIGURE 1.6 Application Areas of Artificial Intelligence
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7. Web-based Software. Web-based software includes the languages by
which web pages are processed, i.e., HTML, Java, CGI, Perl, DHTML,
etc.

8. Engineering and Scientific Software. The design and engineering of
scientific software deals with processing requirements in their specific
fields. They are written for specific applications using the principles andy p pp g p p
formulae of each field.
 These software applications service the need for drawing, drafting, modeling,

lead calculations specifications-building and so on Dedicated software islead calculations, specifications building, and so on. Dedicated software is
available for stress analysis or for analysis of engineering data, statistical
data for interpretation, and decision-making. CAD/CAM/CAE packages,
SPSS, MATLAB, and circuit analyzers are typical examples of such software.SPSS, MATLAB, and circuit analyzers are typical examples of such software.
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1.10 SOFTWARE-ENGINEERING PROCESSES0 SO G G OC SS S
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1 10 1 Process1.10.1 Process

A process is a series of steps involving activities, constraints, and
resources that produce an intended output of some kindresources that produce an intended output of some kind.

 Any process has the following characteristics:
– The process prescribes all of the major process activities.
– The process uses resources, subject to a set of constraints (such as a schedule), 

and produces intermediate and final products.
– The process may be composed of sub-processes that are linked in some way. 

The process may be defined as a hierarchy of processes organized so that eachThe process may be defined as a hierarchy of processes, organized so that each 
sub-process has its own process model.

– Each process activity has entry and exit criteria, so that we know when the activity 
begins and ends.
The activities are organized in a sequence so that it is clear when one activity is– The activities are organized in a sequence, so that it is clear when one activity is 
performed relative to the other activities.

– Every process has a set of guiding principles that explain the goals of each
activity.

– Constraints or controls may apply to an activity, resource, or product.
– For example, the budget or schedule may constrain the length of time an activity 

may take or a tool may limit the way in which a resource may be used.
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1 10 2 What is a Software Process?1.10.2 What is a Software Process?

 A software process is the related set of activities and processes that areA software process is the related set of activities and processes that are 
involved in developing and evolving a software system.

OR

 A set of activities whose goal is the development or evolution of software.

OR

 A software process is a set of activities and associated results, which
d ft d tproduce a software product.
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 These activities are mostly carried out by software engineers. There are
four fundamental process activities (covered later in the book), which are
common to all software processes.

 These activities are:
1. Software specifications: The functionality of the software and constraints

on its operation must be defined.p
2. Software development: Software that meets the specifications must be

produced.
3 Software validation: The software must be validated to ensure that it does3. Software validation: The software must be validated to ensure that it does

what the customer wants.
4. Software evolution: The software must evolve to meet changing customer

needsneeds.
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 Different software processes organize these activities in different waysDifferent software processes organize these activities in different ways 
and are described at different levels of detail. 

 The timing of the activities varies, as does the results of each activity. g , y
Different organizations may use different processes to produce the same 
type of product. 

 However, some processes are more suitable than others for some types 
of applications. If an inappropriate process is used, this will probably 
reduce the quality or the usefulness of the software product to bereduce the quality or the usefulness of the software product to be
developed.
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 A software process can be characterized as shown in Figure 1.7. 

FIGURE 1.7 The Software Process
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 A common process framework is established by defining a small number
of framework activities that are applicable to all software projectsof framework activities that are applicable to all software projects,
regardless of their size or complexity.

 A number of task sets each a collection of software engineering work A number of task sets—each a collection of software-engineering work
tasks, project milestones, software work products and deliverables, and
quality-assurance points—enable the framework activities to be adapted
t th h t i ti f th ft j t d th i t f thto the characteristics of the software project and the requirements of the
project team.

Fi ll b ll ti iti h ft lit ft Finally, umbrella activities—such as software quality assurance, software-
configuration management and measurement—overlay the process
model. Umbrella activities are independent of any one framework activity
and occur throughout the process.
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 Thus, the software industry considers software development aThus, the software industry considers software development a
process. According to Booch and Rumbaugh,
– “A process defines who is doing what, when and how to reach a certain

goal ”goal.

 Software engineering is a field, which combines processes, methods,
and tools for the development of softwareand tools for the development of software.
– The concept of process is the main step in the software engineering

approach.
Thus a software process is a set of activities– Thus, a software process is a set of activities.

– When those activities are performed in specific sequence in accordance with
ordering constraints, the desired results are produced.
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1 11 EVOLUTION OF SOFTWARE1.11 EVOLUTION OF SOFTWARE

 Software-engineering principles have evolved over the past more than 50
years from art to an engineering discipline This can be shown with theyears from art to an engineering discipline. This can be shown with the 
help of Figure 1.8.

FIGURE 1.8 Evolution of Art to an Engineering Discipline
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Development in the field of software and hardware computing made a
significant change in the twentieth century We can divide the softwaresignificant change in the twentieth century. We can divide the software
development process into four eras:

1 Early Era During the early eras general purpose hardware became1. Early Era. During the early eras general-purpose hardware became
commonplace. Software, on the other hand, was custom-designed for
each application and was relatively limited in distribution. Most software

d l d d lti t l d b thwas developed and ultimately used by the same person or
organization. This era was from 1950 to 1960 and includes:

• Limited distribution
• Custom software
• Batch orientation
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2. Second Era. The second era in the evolution of computer systems2. Second Era. The second era in the evolution of computer systems
introduced new concepts of human-machine interaction. Interactive
techniques opened a new world of applications and new levels of
hardware and software sophistication Real-time software deals withhardware and software sophistication. Real-time software deals with
the changing environment and is multi-user in which many users can
perform or work with a software at the same time. This era was from
1960 to 1972 and includes:1960 to 1972 and includes:

• Multi-users
• Databases

f• Real-time software
• Product software
• Multi-programming
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3. Third Era. In the second era software was custom designed and limited3. Third Era. In the second era software was custom designed and limited
in distribution but in the third era software was consumer designed and
the distribution was not limited. The cost of the hardware was also very
low in this era This era was from 1973 to 1985 and includes:low in this era. This era was from 1973 to 1985 and includes:

• Embedded intelligence
• Consumer impact
• Distributed systems• Distributed systems
• Low-cost hardware
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4. Fourth Era. The fourth era in the evolution of computer systems moves4. Fourth Era. The fourth era in the evolution of computer systems moves
us away from individual computers and computer programs and toward
the collective impact of computers and software. As the fourth era
progresses new technologies have begun to emerge This era is fromprogresses, new technologies have begun to emerge. This era is from
1985 to present and includes:

• Powerful desktop systems
Expert systems• Expert systems

• Artificial intelligence
• Network computers

P ll l ti• Parallel computing
• Object-oriented technology

– At this time the concept of software making includes object-oriented
t h l t k ti ttechnology, network computing, etc.
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1.12 COMPARISON OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AND 
RELATED FIELDS

 The relationships between software engineering and the fields ofThe relationships between software engineering and the fields of
computer science and traditional engineering has been debated for
decades. Software engineering resembles all of these fields, but
important distinctions existimportant distinctions exist.
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1 12 1 Comparing Computer Science1.12.1 Comparing Computer Science

 Many compare software engineering to computer science andMany compare software engineering to computer science and
information science like they compare traditional engineering to physics
and chemistry.

 About half of all software engineers earn computer science degrees. Yet
on the job, practitioners do applied software engineering, which differs
from doing theoretical computer sciencefrom doing theoretical computer science.
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1 12 2 Comparing Engineering1.12.2 Comparing Engineering

 The software-engineering community is about 60% as large as the rest ofThe software engineering community is about 60% as large as the rest of
the engineering community combined.

 Software engineers aspire to build low-cost, reliable, safe products; muchg p , , p ;
like engineers in other disciplines do. Software engineers borrow many
metaphors and techniques from other engineering disciplines, including
requirements analysis quality control and project-managementrequirements analysis, quality control, and project management
techniques. Engineers in other disciplines also borrow many tools and
practices from software engineers. Yet, there are also some differences
between software engineering and other engineering disciplinesbetween software engineering and other engineering disciplines.
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1 13 SOME TERMINOLOGIES1.13 SOME TERMINOLOGIES

The following are some of the terminologies frequently used in the field ofThe following are some of the terminologies frequently used in the field of
software engineering:

1. Deliverables and Milestones. Different deliverables are generatedg
during software development. The examples are source code, user
manuals, operating procedure manuals, etc.

The milestones are the events that are used to ascertain the status of the– The milestones are the events that are used to ascertain the status of the
project. Finalization of specifications is a milestone. Completion of design
documentation is another milestone. The milestones are essential for project
planning and managementplanning and management.
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2. Product and Process. What is delivered to the customer is called the2. Product and Process. What is delivered to the customer is called the 
product. It may include source-code specification documents, manuals, 
documentation, etc. Basically, it is nothing but a set of deliverables 
onlyonly.
– A process is the way in which we produce software. It is the collection of

activities that leads to (a part of) a product. An efficient process is required to
produce good quality productsproduce good quality products.

– If the process is weak, the end product will undoubtedly suffer, but an 
obsessive over-reliance on process is also dangerous.
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3. Measures, Metrics, and Indicators. In software engineering measures
provide a quantitative indication of amount dimension capacity or sizeprovide a quantitative indication of amount, dimension, capacity, or size
of a given attribute of a product.
– Metrics are a quantitative measure of the degree to which a system,

component, or process possesses a given attribute of a product. An
indicator is a combination of metrics.

– Measurement occurs as the result of the collection of one or more data
points (e.g., a number of module reviews are investigated to collect
measures of the number of errors in each module).
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1.14 PROGRAMS VERSUS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
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1 14 1 Programs1.14.1 Programs

 A program is a subset of software and it becomes softwareA program is a subset of software and it becomes software
only if documentation and operating procedure manuals are
prepared. A program is a combination of source code and
object code.

FIGURE 1.9 Program = Source Code + Object Code
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1 14 2 Software Products1.14.2 Software Products

 A software product consists not only of the program code but also of allA software product consists not only of the program code but also of all
the associated documents, such as the requirements specification
documents, the design documents, the test documents, and the
operating procedures which include user manuals and operationaloperating procedures which include user manuals and operational
manuals.

FIGURE 1.10 Software = Program + Documentation + Operating Procedures
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1 14 3 Programs Versus Software Products1.14.3 Programs Versus Software Products

 The various differences between a program product and a software
product are given in Table 1 3product are given in Table 1.3.
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